
Wonderful St Barnabas Family
 

I'll start this newsletter in a truly British way speaking about the weather! For those of you reading in the UK, you'll know how topsy
turvy this last month has been. Beautiful sunshine with some snow thrown in for good measure! Well, I think it sums up our feelings a
bit since not being allowed to fly - some highs, some lows, but overall feeling positive and grateful.

Yorkshire Spring

Vaccines
Hopefully you all received our last newsletter explaining that we weren't able to fly at the end of March. We were really disappointed
not to be able to fly, but since then we've actaully been able to get a vaccine, and we're already seeing God's bigger picture. 

We had wrapped up the work we were doing with The Junk Food Project here in Leeds but we've been given the opportunity to help
out with a Food Bank in Bradford, and through this we've been eligible to get the vaccine! So that's amazing and not at all what we
expected! We got our first jab two weeks ago (a week to the day we would have been arriving in Recife!) and feel very grateful for this
opportunity.

Re timings of when we return, we are waiting to hear back from the Federal Police (again!) with some paper documentation to verify
our online visa which shows that we are allowed in the country. But given that we've been able to have the first vaccine, we feel it
makes sense to stay for the second, and return fully immunised.



Grateful for Vaccines

Brazil
I'm sure you've seen in the news that Brazil is in a bad way with Covid at the moment, which both makes it harder for us to be here,
and yet also helps us understand the importance of being vaccinated before returning.

The Revive girls and staff - thank God - are all well, but we do know friends through church and neighbours who have suffered greatly.
A good friend Luiz is currently in hospital on a ventilator. He was on the mend from Covid when he caught an infection (sadly quite
common in the public hospitals) and he has gone downhill again. Please keep Luiz in your prayers. 

An amazing couple adopted three sisters from Revive just before we started working there and the Dad of these girls, Osias, died two
weeks ago from Covid. Absolutely devestating. Please pray for Carmem the Mum and these girls who are still young and having to
process yet more grief after all they've already been through.



The Revive Girls

Revive
Revive continues to do brilliant work with the girls and babies in it's care. A few of the babies have been adopted already as usually the
turn around is quick - people like to adopt at a young age! It's less straight forward with the girls as you can probably imagine,
especially as a good number are now teenagers. 

The Revive fostering service is well on it's way to being set up and we are hopeful it will be implemented by the end of this year. Recife
don't currently have this service so it's essential, as we know that children are always better in families, not in institutions. Please pray
for the team implementing this service. 

Baby R with his new Mum

The Revive girls are well. MC is doing so much better and we are so grateful for your prayers for her - you would never know that she
was so desperately unwell not long ago!! A lovely teenager G came to Revive a few weeks ago and she has Diabetes Type 1 but with
very unstable blood sugars so is currently in hospital due to this. Please pray for her and the educators as they learn how to manage
her condition.

In March, 4 year old L arrived after an unsuccessful adoption - please pray for her as she is significantly younger than the others now
that A has been adopted, and as she processes the trauma of being 'given up'. Please pray for a loving long-term family.

Little L on the right

On the horizon
Some of you may know that Andy and Rose who founded Revive 10 years ago will be moving back to the UK (Andy's British, Rose is
Brazilian) in August. They have trained local Brazilians to take on the running of the house so Revive should remain much the same,



but we will be sad to see them go as they've become good friends. Some other colleagues and friends are moving on too, and our
close friends and neighbours are moving from their flat - so quite of lot of change ahead!

Seeing Andy and Rose when they were back in the UK

We will also continue to help with Food Bank for as long as we are here in the UK. It primarily feeds refugees, assylum seekers and
those from the Roma community, none of whom have access to benefits. So far we have really enjoyed it and see it as a different
experience to the Junk Food Project but that is also relevant to what we hope to continue out in Recife.

Last month before we were due to fly, we actually made it over to Manchester to meet with Andy Hawthorne and The Message Trust
who have set up the Community Grocery stores since Covid last year. It was brilliant to see what they're doing and make connections.
Andy spoke about potentially partnering with them as the food waste project we set up in Recife may look very similar to their model
here in Manchester which is exciting! Please pray that if that's part of God's plan it will become clear.

Community Grocery with The Message Trust

I mentioned Belinda in the February update, in ICU with sepsis. Amazingly she came out of hospital, but she is now back in again with
a different infection. Please pray for her and her husband Dennis. They are amazing followers of Jesus and their love for God and each
other is remarkable, despite all the hardships they face. A real inspiration to us.

Thank you so much for your prayers and support as always. 

Much love,
Rosie and Stu x

Some prayer points...

- for Brazil as a country dealing with Covid



- for Luiz in hospital in Recife
- for G in hospital with her diabetes
- for litte L settling into the house
- for Belinda in hospital in Leeds
- for visa news which allows us to fly
- for the fostering service
- for food project and food bank


